
what makes our  science
classes special?
Our science classes are unique in comparison to other higher

educational schools because of our Physics and Chemistry

departments. Students have the mindset, ability to take risks

and capability to determine if its been done before then we

can do it.. In classes like Biology students are taught with real

local world problems. In Environment students  become more

aware to our ecosystem and have the knowledge to  solve

any problem that harms our ecosystem.

ask a student
What was your favorite part
in your science class?

ABOVE Tobin Davis
(9), Kayla Curtin (10),
Arili Brown (10), and
Adrian Rich (10), are
observing how a can
can be crushed in
different condition in
a crushing can
experiment.

Aiden Bennett (10)
"My favorite lab

experiment in
physics was

probably the flame
tests and chemicals."42
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science
For students looking for a more
hands on experience, Odyssey
provides just that with its science
classes.With almost field of study
under the sun, both the faculty and
student body are sure to have
learned something new with and
interesting experiment.

ABOVE Mrs. Madsen (Instructor), our
beloved chemistry and physics teacher  has
been awarded the class Nobel educator of
distinction certificate. and will be applying
for the educator of the year program. and
was put into the best of the springs
program.

Dehzi Davila (10)
"My favorite

experiment for
chemistry was the
wonder lab where
it had multiple labs

in one kit."

Savanna Linn (10)
"My favorite lab
experiment for
physics that I

remember would be
the making of

catapults."

Crae Murray (10)
"My favorite lab
experiment for
physics was the

flame test where we
saw changes in the

flames."

Walter Hart (10)
"My favorite lab
was the fire lab
where we set

different chemicals
on fire to see the
colors change."

Dr. James Owino

"Ive been teaching at Odyssey
since 2013. I've been
teaching with a bachelors of
science in agriculture degree
and a masters degree and a
PHD  in soil and water
management. My favorite part
of teaching was the discussions
with students that show they
were focused on a subject."

Environment Science
Instructor

Mrs. Alexandra Madsen

"I've been teaching at
odyssey since 2020.
I've been teaching with
a masters in chemistry.
My favorite part of
physics and chemistry
was teaching students
my classes can be fun
and a great
experience."

Physics and Chemistry
Instructor

"This is my first year
teaching at Odyssey, I
teach with a masters
degree in biology and
chemistry. My favorite
part about teaching
biology was teaching
students that biology is
relevant to kids."

Biology Instructor

Ms. Cindy Powell
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